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The story for investors

Investment conclusions

The problem of valuing and forecasting financial markets under a
pandemic is, that unlike the reaction of financial and macro metrics
to economic policies, economic events etc, the trends of infection
and the rate by which they change have no previous historical data
and, hence, are next to impossible to forecast. Hence there is an
understandable tendency in the markets to simply ignore “the
uncertainty of the unforecastable”. We definitely do not have a
secret formula to forecast but we react, instead, by not paying too
much attention to macro trends that can change instantly. We use a
simple blend of statistics (simple because they are easier to
understand and to trust) and prepare for very short-term reactions.
In the next 1 to 2 years, long-term assumptions will not be of help
or of relevance unless we are all vaccinated!

Mike Tyson famously commented that “Everybody has a
plan, until they get punched in the mouth” which is a
variation of General von Moltke’s observation that “No plan
survives first contact with the enemy”. This goes for financial
strategy, especially in the context of a totally unpredictable
enemy- the pandemic. Which is far from saying that no
planning can or should be done. Our simple but flexible
approach picks here four markets with strong antecedents,
which may stand them in good stead in 2022 as the
pandemic carries on. These are China, Taiwan, S.Korea and,
in reserve, Singapore. The reason for choosing them is
explained in the report in the following sections.

An introduction and summary of the simple metrics

Some observations

First, a low base but 2Q.21 exaggerated 1Q.21 GDP growth
rebound from 2020 possibly less so. The stronger the 3Q.21,
the better the prospects for the rest of 2021, an on to 2022,
and for protection from any further Covid 19 shocks. We have
excluded here the Omicron shock, as it was still ongoing.
Second, a PMI trend which is consistently at, or over, the 50
mark signifies a reasonable outlook, but not necessarily a
continuously improving one. Third, we consider stock
valuations in terms of YTD % in USD, current P/E levels
against longer average trends and the trend in RSI
performance. The higher the YTD % during a very difficult year,
the better the resilience of the market in the face of further
difficulties in 2022, while a cheaper trending P/E will help. RSI
trends can be quite volatile and, hence, we look for markets
with narrower moves. Fourth, inflation outlook should be
benign thus keeping local interest rates low, irrespective of
USD rates moves. Fifth, forex outlook should be supportive for
exports. Sixth, and possibly most important, a high double
vaccination rate which could ensure the minimum damage
from the inevitable Covid 19 surges. A simple “beauty
competition” with full six ticks giving the winner, would be
irrelevant without weights for these parameters, something
which can not be objective. For our money, vaccination rates
may turn out to be most important in saving economic
disruption, let alone human lives. In the rest of the report we
will to explain our choices of the 3 + 1 economies, which seem
to offer a good combination of these metrics for 2022.

Fig. 1 shows the recent trends of recovery of GDP from the
steep declines in 2020 with Thailand and Malaysia still
shrinking in the first half of 2021 while China and Taiwan
expanding rapidly. Similarly Fig. 2 shows the steep
differences in the stock market performances of India and of
Taiwan against those of Hong Kong and Malaysia. India’s
poor vaccination rates are, however, a negative.
Fig 1: GDP growth, China (red),Taiwan (br), Thailand (blu) Malaysia (gr)
YoY% 2017-21 ( Bloomberg)
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Data in the Factbox ( 25-27/11/21) and vaccination rates
First, in terms of YTD % in USD, Taiwan, India and Singapore
have done better, while in terms of longer term P/E, China,
HK, Taiwan, S.Korea and Singapore have relatively cheap
markets but with variable RSI. Recovery trends in GDP appear
more resilient in China, HK and S.Korea with better PMI trends
in Singapore and India. Couple that with our expectations of
benign inflation trends in China and Taiwan, and competitive
forex rates for China and S.Korea for 2022, and 3 + 1 markets
begin to emerge with better equities prospects: China, Taiwan,
S.Korea and Singapore in reserve. In terms of vaccinations,
Singapore ranks top, then China, S.Korea, Malaysia, HK and
Taiwan, with India dangerously behind. Finally, HK and
Singapore share their pre-Covid 19 business and tourism travel
openness, for which HK will fare much worse in 2022 with its
zero tolerance policy than Singapore’s pragmatic approach.
FactBox: Summary of fin and macro trends. ( Bloomberg) For RSI

Fig 2: Stock indices India(red),Taiwan(yel),HK (gr),Malaysia(mauve),
2017=100

Source: Bloomberg

Re-summarizing again

OS and OB stand for Oversold and Overbought, but trends can be variable
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The metrics we use to choose markets we expect to do well
in 2022 are based of their macros, business expectations,
forex, inflation outlook and market valuations. They are
simple and direct. What they may lack in technical
sophistication they may gain in simplicity, which could be an
advantage when facing the unexpected Covid19 “punch in
the mouth”. We also blend into the mix the conclusions we
drew from the Weekly reports 1 and 2, where we examined
the outlook for inflation, interest and forex rates for Asia. We
emphasize the continuous threat of Covid 19 on the macro
performance as further lockdowns, restrictions etc will
impact production and consumption. Hence the importance
of double vaccination rates. Singapore, China, S.Korea,
Taiwan (the latter could do better with double jabs) and HK,
less so, come out numerically high, but these rankings must
also be taken together with macro trends, equities
performance and valuations. We add to that the GDP growth
trends at a period that the recovery from the low base of
2020 will boost numbers and, inevitably, will bring them
down again. China, S.Korea and HK have the better
reacceleration records to the extent of having lower declines
in the GDP growth rates in 3Q.21 from 2Q.21.In terms of
stock valuations, China, HK, Taiwan, S.Korea and Singapore
have the lowest P/E with Taiwan having also the highest
YTD% in USD index performance. We expect China and
Taiwan less likely to face higher inflation, while China and
S.Korea may register export supportive forex in 2022 when
USD interest rates are likely to rise. We thus pick China,
Taiwan, S.Korea, and with reservations, Singapore to follow
in 2022. We pass HK because the likelihood of higher USD
interest rates in 2022 and of its zero tolerance CV19 policy.
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